As mathematicians, we will be working on
decimals including money: converting pounds
and pence and ordering and calculating
amounts of money. We will also be writing,
comparing, ordering and rounding decimals.
In our learning about time, we will be
recapping our understanding of the calendar
and time duration. We will learn both
analogue and digital time

In our RE lessons, we will be learning about
the customs and traditions around the
Jewish rite of passage Bar/ Bat mitzvah
and will be exploring the importance of
the synagogue for the Jewish religion. In
addition we will be learning the Hebrew
words for the different parts of the
synagogue.
In PSHE, we will be looking at
relationships. We will be thinking about
family roles and responsibilities,
friendship, keeping safe online as well as
global citizenship.
In computing, we will be using our research
skills to find out more about mountains and
will learn how to present this information
using PowerPoint. We will also continue to
learn how to stay safe on line.

As scientists, we will be looking at forces,
gravity, friction and magnetic attraction. We
will be comparing how things move on different
surfaces and will be observing how magnetic
forces work from a distance and how magnets
attract and repel each other. We will learn
about the principle of gravity and how it was
discovered!
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Mighty Mountains and Vast
Volcanoes
In PE, we will be developing our skills in netball
and basketball as well as striking and fielding

Our Learning Concepts
Fear, Resilience and Dreams
In music, we will be looking at texture, dynamics,
timbre, structure and pitch. We will appreciate
and understand a wide range of high-quality, live
and recorded music drawn from different films
and from great composers and musicians.

In English, we will be reading the nonfiction book- ‘The Pebble in my Pocket’ as
well as a range of poetry, fiction and
information texts related to our topic.
Daily reading lessons will improve our
comprehension skills. We will write a range
of text types based on our reading: poetry,
persuasive writing, and explanations. We
will learn spelling, grammar and punctuation
daily.
In Spanish lessons, we will continue to
learn the vocabulary for food and how to
order food in a restaurant!
In Geography, we will be learning the
names and locations of famous mountain
ranges, the different layers of the Earth
and how volcanoes were formed. The
children will consider dangers on
mountains and how various people use
mountains for leisure or work. We will also
learn about Edmund Hillary and his
expedition to the summit of Everest.
In art, we will be exploring different
landscape artists such as David Hockney
and using natural resources to create
outdoor sculptures in the style of Andy
Goldsworthy.
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